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COPPO 
Gavi La Rocca New Release - New Look!

Coppo has managed Tenuta La Rocca in Monterotondo in the town of Gavi since 
the mid-1980s. Gavi, a classic, white Piedmontese wine, is made entirely from the 
Cortese grape, one of the region’s oldest native varieties. Its name derives from the 
wine’s original consumer – the nobles of court, or corte. Gavi La Rocca comes from 
marly-calcareous soils that lend it an unexpected mineral complexity. 

The label for this wine has been updated to feature an illustration of Tenuta La 
Rocca to firmly establish its single vineyard origins. The elegant package pays 
tribute to the Coppo family's approach to winemaking- that the quality of their 
wines begins in the vineyard. 

Since 2001, Coppo has followed an official protocol for integrated agriculture that 
supports farming practices with low environmental impact. The winery goes above 
and beyond the regulations and for several years now has decided to follow farming 
methods in the spirit of organic and biodynamic agriculture, while not being 
officially certified. Their philosophy is simple: show the maximum respect for the 
vineyards, soil, and surrounding environment.

2017 GAVI LA ROCCA
ALCOHOL: 13.09% vol  │  TOTAL ACIDITY: 5.80 g/l  │  pH: 3.15

Fresh and fruit-driven aromas are laced with evident mineral notes and lead to a 
savory palate with hints of citrus. A perfect aperitif or accompaniment to shellfish, 

seafood dishes, light appetizers or roasted poultry.

ABOUT COPPO:
The Coppo winery was founded by Piero Coppo in 1892 in Canelli, the undisputed 
capital of Italy’s famed sweet, sparkling wine, Moscato d’Asti. For over 120 years, 
the Coppo family has managed estate vineyards and bottled wine under their name 
making it one of the oldest family-run wineries in all of Italy. With Luigi Coppo 
entering the company, the family celebrates its fourth generation in business and 
continues to dedicate itself to preserving the heritage of Piedmont viticulture.




